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Projected spin-orbit angle distribution	

As of June 2013,  29 out of 70 planets have λ>π/8	

Xue et al. (2014)	
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Counter-orbiting? 	



Spin-orbit angles of HAT-P-7b	
n  HAT-P-7b (a retrograde planet on the sky plane) 

n  Projected: λ=186° +10°
-11° (Rossiter-McLaughlin effect)  

n  Stellar inclination: is=27° +35°
-18° (asteroseismology) 

n  True spin-orbit angle:  ψ=122°+30°
-18° 

Benomar et al. 2014,  PASJ 66, 94 
 arXiv:1407.7332	

n  Several planets with λ≒180°, 
but none with ψ≒180° (so far) 
n  retrograde ≠　counter-orbiting 

cosψ ≈ sin i* cosλ



Formation of counter-orbiting planets 
is not easy	

n  The Lidov-Kozai mechanism 
n  Large misalignment can be produced (Nagasawa 

et al. 2008), but not a counter-orbiting planet	

An example of a three-body system with m0 = 1 M⊙,  
m1 = 1 MJ, and m2 = 2 MJ,  a1 = 4 au, and a2 = 45 au 

Naoz et al. MNRAS 431(2013)2155 
  



A possible recipe of counter-orbiting planets 
→ near-coplanar hierarchical triples	

Li et al. (2014), Petrovich (2015), Xue & Suto (2016)	



Extreme-eccentricity 〜 flip condition?	
n  Specific angular mom. of the inner planet 
 

n  octupole potential is important to achieve an 
extreme value of e, and thus flip j 

n  An analytic condition for e1,max〜1 is a necessary 
condition for the orbital flip: Li et al. (2014) and 
Petrovich (2015) 

n  But, short-range forces significantly suppress 
the achievable maximum e (Liu et al 2015) 
n  Need to study numerically	

j = Gm0a1(1− e1
2 )<<1⇔ e1 ≈1



Assumptions in our numerical runs	
n  Near-coplanar hierarchical triples with initially 

aligned stellar spin and planetary orbits. 
n  Secular perturbation	

n  Potential expanded up to the octupole order of 
the outer perturber 〜(r1/r2)3 

n  + short-range forces (general relativity 
correction, planetary rotational distortion, 
planetary dissipative tide, and stellar rotational 
distortion) 

n  Key parameter 
        of the system 

εoct ≡
m0 −m1
m0 +m1
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Effects of short-range forces	
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gravity alone	

gravity + GR	

 + all short-range forces	



 εoct changes the dynamics crucially	

e1,i=0.9,e2,i=0.6, a2,i=500au, m1=1MJ, m2=0.03M⊙ 	
 	

	



Fate of near-coplanar triples   
@10Gyr: a substellar perturber 	

Tidally disrupted 	

Not migrated 
@10Gyr	

retrograde	

prograde	

Xue & Suto (2016)	



a planetary perturber case 	

Tidally disrupted 	

Not migrated 
@10Gyr	

prograde	

Xue, Masuda & Suto (2016)	

e2,i=0.6, a2,i=50au, m2=5MJ 	
 	

	



Spin-orbit angle distribution 
for a substellar perturber	

Tidally disrupted 	

prograde	

retrograde	



Conclusions	
n  Extremely difficult to account for counter-

orbiting planets (ψ≒180° ) 
n A large fraction of near-coplanar triples is 

tidally disrupted 
n 10-20 % may end up with prograde HJs 
n observational signature of tidal disruption 

events ? 

n Counter-orbiting planets, if really exist, 
challenge migration/formation models 
n Not dynamical, but primordial origin ? 


